Abstract -To find the formation mechanism of the complex network possess high clustering property, the paper proposes a new network model based on the neighboring nodes conglomerative connection mechanism. By analytical analysis, the paper gets a lower bund of the clustering coefficient and proves that the model satisfies the scale-free behaviour as well as the high clustering property. Furthermore, when the model loses the neighboring nodes conglomerateive connection mechanism, it also loses the high clustering property.
Introduction
Many real complex systems can be described by the networks with a large number of nodes and edges among the nodes, whose nodes represent the elements of the system and whose edges represent the interactions between them. For example, in the World Wide Web (WWW), whose nodes are HTML documents and the edges are the links pointing from one page to another; in the movie actor collaboration network, each actor is represented by a node, two actors being connected if they were cast together in the same movie. In the study of the complex network, scientists have revealed some common features of the real networks, such as small-world property, high clustering property, scale-free behaviour and so on. However, because of their large size and the complexity of their interactions, the formation mechanisms of these features are mostly unknown, it has become a topic of interest in recent years.
Scale-free behavior means that the probability of a node's degree equal to k is k    , where  is a constant. In the formation mechanism of this behaviour, Barabasi and Albert have done much highly effective work, they show that growing together with preferential attachment is a sufficient condition. However, in the formation mechanism of high clustering property, there remains some difficulties. Traditionally, the clustering coefficient is used to measure the connectivity in the random networks. If node A is connected to node B and node B to node D , then the clustering coefficient of node B is the connectivity of node A and node D . The clustering coefficient of network is defined as [5] and so on. Scientists name this property of real network after the high clustering property.
In the formation mechanism of high clustering property, though Watts and Strogatz have proposed some models which possess high clustering property, they have not proposes an explicit formation mechanism of this property. Besides, the WS model does not satisfy the scale-free behavior, which contrast to the BA model does not satisfy the high clustering property. In 2002, Holme and Kim provided a complex network model with the two properties, fly in the ointment, they could not propose an explicit formation mechanism to this property too. Besides, the result is just numerical, it lacks of an analysis result.
In this paper, we suggest that the neighboring nodes conglomerative connection which means when a new node with m edges is added to the network, the edges are linked to node i and its neighbors clustering is a coefficient condition propose the high clustering property, and propose a new network model. By analytical analysis, we give a lower bound of the clustering coefficient, prove that it satisfies the scalefree behaviour and the high clustering property. Furthermore, when the model loses the neighboring nodes conglomerative connection mechanism, it also loses the high clustering property.
The mode with high clustering property
The neighboring nodes conglomerative connection is very common in the real systems. B , for the relevance of the study, the article A cites the articles which is cited by B easily. We speculate the neighboring nodes conglomerative connection is the key to the high clustering property of network. A model based on the neighboring nodes conglomerative connection will be proposed, and our speculation is verified to be rational by calculating the clustering coefficient.
To incorporate the conglomerative connection character of the network, the model starts with a complete graph with 0 m ( i with probability p , and with probability 1 p  links to an existing node besides node i preferentially (we name this operation after the second operation).
Clustering coefficient in the model
Intuitively, the clustering coefficient C is proportional to p and m . But simulations of the model show that C increases as p increases (see figure 1 ), decreases as m increases (see figure 2 ). This is a mix model which possess the neighboring nodes conglomerative connection and all nodes preferential attachment. When 0 p  , the model is the BA model. We consider the case 0 p  . Firstly, we calculate the degree of node i at time t and the degree distribution of the network.
The rate at which node i acquires edges is 
When km  , the probability density () Pk can be obtained from ( 
Conclusion
This paper speculates the reasons that the real networks produce the high clustering property, and proposed a new evolving mechanism: neighbouring nodes conglomerative connection, which is prevalent in many real networks. Furthermore, we verified that the neighbouring nodes conglomerative connection is the key of the network producing high clustering property indeed. The model in this paper was relatively simple, to be described convenience, it only considered the operation of adding nodes with neighbouring nodes conglomerative connection leading to the high clustering in the network. Similarly, we can also prove that the operations of adding edges with neighbouring edges conglomerative connection leading to the high clustering in the network; when the model loses neighbouring nodes or edges, conglomerative connection, even it has the mechanism of randomly add node or edge, preferentially add node or edge, the mode still loses the property of high clustering coefficient. We have already done some research about these aspects; these results prove our speculations are right.
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